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Editorial

Writing economically

Short reports
A short report section is a feature of many scientific
journals, but it must not be seen as a place for publishing
original articles that have just failed to make the grade as a
full article. As far as the Archives is concerned short reports
are scrutinised with just as much care by the referees and
editors, and they are assessed by the same yardstick of qual-
ity as longer articles. The only reason why a paper originally
submitted as a full article might be accepted in the form of a
short report is that we consider its contents are better pre-
sented in a shorter form-not because we have doubts about
the paper's quality. We have deleted the title 'Short reports'
from the front of the journal as a way of indicating that they
have an equal status with other original articles.
There is a limit to the number of pages we can publish

annually and by having short reports as well as standard
length articles (normally 2000 words) we can give more
authors the opportunity to have their work published. The
reason for insisting on a limit to the number of words, illus-
trations, and references for a short report is that it makes the
layout of the journal easier to plan by grouping together
short articles of a similar length. If we allowed authors to
extend those limits then there would be no short reports.
What material is best submitted in the form of a short

report? Quite simply any original research that can be
conveyed accurately in up to 900 words, two tables or
figures, and up to six references. There is no doubt that
some papers are improved when revised in a short report
format, so presenting the reader with essentials that were
previously hidden between the lines of unnecessary text.
Against a background of competition for space, high quality
original research has a priority over case reports but
none the less a case report which has an important message
or describes something new has a good chance of being
published.
We all see from time to time patients with complex or

unusual problems that generate a buzz in the hospital, often
requiring multidisciplinary involvement in investigation
and treatment. Although this might stimulate 'let's write it
up' the resultant article will not usually be published unless
there is an important message for readers that will advance
knowledge of science or clinical medicine. Similarly a single
case report of a rare condition or syndrome cannot have a
high priority on the basis of its rarity alone. On the other
hand a series of cases illustrating an established rare syn-
drome which is underdiagnosed (with important implica-
tions) might well be accepted because it carries a message.
Also of potential interest is a series of cases illustrating the
evolution of a syndrome phenotype with advancing age.

Strong evidence of a 'new' syndrome stands a high chance
of being published as does an unusual association in an
established syndrome. There must be a well reasoned argu-
ment that the association is probably based on a biological
mechanism rather than coincidence. We appreciate that
case reports involving descriptions of a phenotype often

demand more than two illustrations and in this instance
exceptions to the rule will be made where appropriate.

Abstracts
The abstract or summary is the showcase of a scientific
article. It is usually the first, and often the only, part which
is read. Journals devoted to abstracting summaries are now
common, and so one might think that the abstract would
receive a high priority when creating a manuscript. We
suspect that the opposite is the case. Although many authors
do take great care to produce a readable and informative
abstract, others seem to do a rushed job simultaneously
with their letter of submission. It is quite common for us to
receive a manuscript with no abstract at all.
Some are lucky enough to be gifted in their ability to

summarise their ideas rapidly and communicate them
economically-for example, the doctor on ward rounds who
can describe a complex case in a few well chosen sentences.
There is more time to marshall our thoughts when writing,
and so summarising should be easier, but for most of us it
rarely is. Newspaper journalists, in contrast, have no diffi-
culty in summarising important research, reducing it to a
short paragraph focusing on the sensational. Scientific
writers have a more difficult task-they have to get their
work across objectively.
There has to be a limit to the number of words allowed in

the abstract. The scene should be set so that those unfami-
liar with the subject can understand why the research was
carried out; this should be followed by what was done, how
it was done, what the results were, and the implications of
those results. Some journals advocate structured abstracts
with appropriate subheadings. Although this approach dis-
ciplines the writer and ensures that the key points are
included, we feel that the stereotyped style is very dull to
read. We wish to see readers attracted to articles outside
their own field of interest, and in that respect the structured
abstract might not be the appropriate showcase.
We are looking for the middle of the road approach-

structured contents but not structured style. Perhaps the
greatest challenge is summarising the results, particularly
when the paper contains a mass of data. It is up to the
author to tease out the data which are the thrust of the
study. Other data may well be important but if too much is
included the abstract will be difficult to grasp and the paper
may not achieve the wide readership it deserves.
There is a parallel between writing an abstract for a paper

and submitting an abstract for presentation at a scientific
meeting. We suspect that good research is often excluded
from presentation at meetings solely because the author paid
insufficient attention to the presentation of the abstract.
Our referees at least have the opportunity to read the whole
manuscript before giving an opinion on its suitability for
publication in the Archives. If the paper is published a well
thought out abstract will help to ensure that the paper is
widely read.
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